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Abstruct 
Ashlock. D.A., Compositional attractors and enumeration of permutation polynomials over 
finite fields, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) l-9. 
If R is a finite algebra over a finite field F then it is possible for polynomials in F[x] to permute 
R under substitution. We will give a canonical representation for all full groups of such 
permutation polynomials by associating them with a special type of ideal in F[x] called a 
compositional attractor. Subsequently all compositional attractors in F[x] are classified by 
giving the exact form their generator may have. We then go on to enumerate the permutation 
polynomials associated with a particular canonical representation. 
Notation and terminology 
A compositional attractor is an ideal I of a ring of polynomials R[x] with the 
added property that 
the ideal property for composition. Throughout this paper F will be the finite field 
GF(q) and R will be an F-algebra. I denote by E: the evaluation map 
~(.x)H(YH~(Y)) and by PP,(R) the set {f(x)~~:f(x) E F[x],f(x)eF is 1 : 1 on R}, 
called the full F-permutation polynomial group of R. The image of E; is called the 
F-polynomial functions of R. Finally I will denote the kernel of a; by IF. Notice 
that E: is both a ring homomorphism and a homomorphism of the composition 
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monoid, so that ZF is a compositional attractor. Notice that the intersections and 
products of compositional attractors are themselves compositional attractors. In 
order to give these definitions some flavor, here are a few examples. 
Examples 
The more or less canonical example, from which all others are built, is 
I; = (x” - x) 
There are examples in the literature which arose while the authors were trying 
to enumerate permutation polynomial groups. Theorem 3 on p. 202 of [2] says 
that if R is the algebra F”“” of n x II matrices over F, then 
fi (x4’. - x)) 
&=I 
In [l] Brawley later goes on to enumerate the permutation polynomial group and 
finds ((4.8) on p. 153) that it has size: 
Ipp#“‘x”)I = 1”1 
[,,‘?I 
knck’ r(k)!. n (($ _ 1). (qk~(bWQ))~(k) , (2) 
k=l !%==I 
where n(k) is the number of irreducible polynomials of degree k in F[x]. 
In the proof of Theorem 5, we will see that if R = GF( 4”) then 
1; = (x”‘l - x) (3) 
In [3] the authors not only compute that in this case 
]PP,(GF(~“))( = n k+%-+iy , 
‘11 rr
(4) 
where rr is as above, but also give a detailed description of the structure of the 
group. It is interesting to notice that (4) looks not unlike the initial term of (2). 
The reason for this becomes clear when a general formula for the number of 
permutation polynomials associated with a given compositional attractor over a 
finite field is derived in Section 5. 
1. Properties of ZF 
I will begin this section with several small results that connect permutation 
polynomials with compositional attractors and set the stage for classifying both 
over finite fields. 
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Lemma 1. If I is a compositional attractor of F[x] and R = F[x] II, then I = I;. 
Proof. Suppose f(x) E I, then for each g(x) E F[x], f( g(x)) E Z which means 
fEF( g(x) + Z) = 0,. But then f(x)eF is the zero function and hence f(x) E IF. On 
the other hand, if f(x) E IF, then for each g(x) + I E R, f&:( g(x) + I) = O,, hence 
f( g(x)) E I. In particular, f(x) E 1. Thus, I = I:. q 
An immediate consequence of this lemma is Corollary 2. 
Corollary 2. An ideal I U F[x] is a compositional attractor of F[x] iff there is some 
F-algebra R for which I = I:. 0 
If we let f’“‘(x) denote the composition of f(x) with itself n - 1 times we can 
characterize the F-permutation polynomials of R as follows. 
Lemma 3. PP,(R) = { f(x)eF: f(x) E F[x], 3n, f’“‘(x) = x (mod I:)}. 
Proof. If we view F[x]/Zz as a monoid under composition then the above simply 
selects out those elements of the monoid that have the identity of the monoid as a 
power. These are exactly the equivalence classes of polynomials that induce 1 : 1 
functions on R. 0 
Corollary 4. Zf R and S are such that I: = Z$, then PP,(R) z PP,(S). 
Proof. Lemma 3 tells us the equivalence classes of F[x] that induce permutations 
(1 : 1 functions, recall our rings are finite) of R for S are determined entirely by 
the ideals Z:! or Z:. Hence if the ideals are equal so are the equivalence classes. 
Since the operation of PP,(R) is composition (mod Zz), likewise for S, the two 
groups of permutations of R and S are isomorphic. Notice they can be very 
different permutation representations of their mutual isomorphism type. 0 
The practical effect of these results, taken together, is that the F-permutation 
polynomials of the algebra F[x]/ZF form a canonical representation of PP,(R). 
2. Compositional attractors over finite fields 
Polynomial over a finite field form a principal ideal domain. In order to list the 
compositional attractors of F[x] we need only characterize those polynomials that 
generate them. The characterization proceeds naturally from the Chinese Re- 
mainder Theorem and the structure of finite fields. 
Theorem 5. A manic polynomial f(x) E F[x] g enerates a compositional attractor 
iff it is a product of least common multiples of polynomials oj. the form (xyk - x). 
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Proof. (+) Notice that if R = GF( qk) then R is an F-algebra and (x4’ - x) 
certainly generates IF. Then all polynomials of the given form generate composi- 
tional attractors, as intersecting ideals is equivalent to taking the least common 
multiple of their generators, and multiplying ideals is equivalent to multiplying 
their generators. 
(3) Let I= (c(x)) b e a compositional attractor of F[x], set R = F[x] /Z, and let 
C(X) = m,(X)“’ . mz(x)dZ . . . . . m,(x)“~ 
be the prime decomposition of c(x). Then the Chinese Remainder Theorem tells 
us that 
R = F[cy,] X F[(Y>] X . . . X F[a,] , 
where F[cY,] = F[x] / (m,(x)“‘). Suppose that m,(x) is of degree m and that g(x) is 
an irreducible of degree dividing m over F. I claim that for some j, g(x) = m,(x) 
and that d, 5 d,. Let Q = F[x] / (m,(x)). Then Q is both a finite field and a 
homomorph of F[cY~] via a map whose kernel is generated by m,(a,). It follows 
from the structure of finite fields [4, Chapter 2, Section 2) that g(x) is the 
F-minima1 polynomial of some element y E Q. From this it follows that there is 
some y + m,(o,) E F[cY,] so that g( y + m,(ai)) is a nilpotent element of F[a,], 
hence some power of g(x) is an F-minimal polynomial of an element of F[cY,]. 
Since c(x) is a compositional attractor, Lemma 1 tells us c(a) = 0 for any (Y E R, 
in particular for any cy E F[cx,], hence some power of g(x) divides c(x) and so for 
some j, g(x) = m,(x). It remains to show that the d,th power of g(x) divides c(x). 
Let J be the Jacobson Radical of R. A simple computation shows g( y + J) = J. 
Since the degree of nilpotency of m,(cu,) is d, it follows that for some choice of 
6 E J the degree of nilpotency of g( y + 6 ) is also d,, hence g(x)“’ divides c(x), 
and the claim follows. 
Recalling that E[x] is a unique factorization domain and that xqk - x is the 
product of all irreducibles of degree dividing k, with multiplicity one, we see that 
the claim shows that c(x) must have the specified form, as the irreducibles of 
smaller degree in the divisor lattice occur, as divisors of c(x), at least as often as 
those of larger degree, and as irreducibles of the same degree are forced to occur 
the same number of times, as divisors of c(x). 0 
Corollary 6. Suppose f(x) generates a compositional attractor of F[x]. Then the 
following hold: 
(i) All irreducible divisors of f(x) having the same degree have the same 
multiplicity. 
(ii) If f(x) has an irreducible divisor of degree d and multiplicity m, then all 
irreducible divisors of f(x) having a degree dividing d have a multiplicity equaling 
or surpassing m. 0 
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3. The basis step 
In order to enumerate the permutation polynomials of PP,(F[x] /I;) I will start 
with the case where the generator of Zp is square free. This makes F[x]/Z~ a 
direct product of finite fields and allows us to use a slight modification of the 
following result of Carlitz and Hayes [3]. 
Theorem 7 (Carlitz and Hayes). If Q is a finite field of order 1 FI”, Qd, where d 
divides m, are the subsets of Q with F-minimal polynomials of degree d, and 
G = PP,( Q), then: 
(i) The Q, are orbits of G. 
(ii) The representation G, of G on Qd is the wreath product of the cyclic group 
of order d with the symmetric group of order rr(d). 
(iii) G is isomorphic to the direct product of the groups G,. Cl 
See [5] for a definition of wreath product. 
Lemma 8. If R is a direct product of finite fields, F, x F2 x . . . x Fk containing F, 
of order 9” respectively, then 
(PP,(R)( = n dVCd) . m(d)! . 
dll, 
It{ I... ,k) 
Proof. Let Q be the finite field GF(I FILCM”J’i=‘. ..‘“‘), the smallest finite field 
containing all the F,. Notice Q contains F and may hence be viewed as an 
F-algebra. Denote by 0 the F-algebra F[x] 114-1 and by 3 the F-algebra F[x] /IF. 
Notice that each irreducible minimal polynomial of an element of R is the 
minimal polynomial of an element of Q and hence the generator of I”, divides the 
generator of IF. It follows that ZF contains 1:. This implies that R is a quotient of 
0. Corollary 4 tells us that PP,(R) z PP,(R) and PPr( Q) z PP,( 0). It follows 
easily that PP,(R) is a homomorphic image of PP,.( Q) under the map p that takes 
f(x) + ZF H f(x) + IF. If we let G, Q(,, and G,, be as in Theorem 7, we see that p 
restricted to G, is either faithful, if d divides log, 1 Q 1 or trivial otherwise. The size 
of G, is clearly d”(“) . d!, and the lemma follows. 0 
Corollary 9. Suppose f(x) is both square free and the generator of a compositional 
attractor. If we take R = F(x]i( f(x)) and let d,, d,, . , d, be the degrees of 
irreducible divisors of f(x) we have that 
IPP,(R)I = fi d,?dn’ . n(d,)! . 
i=l 
Proof. The first isomorphism theorem tells us that R G fl GF( (FI”l). Corollary 6 
tells us that the set {d;: i = 1 , . , , k} is closed under the divisor relation, hence 
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the above formula for the size of PP,(R) is a restatement of the one obtained 
from Lemma 2. q 
We now need to move on to the nonsquare free case. In order to do this we will 
regard permutation polynomials for square free compositional attractors as 
homomorphic images of permutation polynomials for more general compositional 
attractors and count the preimages. 
4. The lifting lemma 
The lifting lemma I wish to prove in this section has application well beyond the 
enumeration problem treated in this paper, so I will prove it in more generality 
than is strictly necessary. The general version is no harder to prove than the 
special version for homomorphs of F[x]. 
If S is a finite ring with unity and R is an S-algebra, then the technique I use to 
enumerate the S-permutation polynomials of R is first to enumerate the S- 
permutation polynomials of R modulo its Jacobson radical and then to compute 
the number of preimages each possesses. The key to the latter step is Lemma 10. 
Lemma 10 (lifting lemma). Suppose that J is a nontrivial nilpotent ideal of R and 
A := R/J, then for f(x) E S[X] we have that f(x)&: E PP.s(R) ifff(x)ec E PP,s(A) 
and for each a + J E A, for each element j E J\(O), j. f’&:(a) has the same degree 
of nilpotency as j. 
Proof. For notational simplicity, I will confuse f(x)&: with f(x) for * = R, A. First 
I claim that for any f(x) E S[x], f( x E\ IS a function that preserves equivalence ) R 
classes (mod 1) for any ideal I of R. To see this, let r E R, j E I and compute 
f(r + j) -f(r) = j. f'(x) + j' . if”(x) + . . . E I. With this claim we can now prove 
the lemma. 
(+) Since f(x) cf is 1 : 1 on R, the claim forces f(x)sG to be 1 : 1 on A; hence 
f(x)&,; E PP,s(A). Suppose there exist j E J\(O), a E A so that j. f’(a) has a 
higher degree of nilpotency than j. Well, then a = r + J. Set (Y = f(r +j) -f(r) = 
j. f’(r). Then f(x) fails to be an element of PP,s(R/ (a)). Since f(x)eF is 1 : 1 on 
R, the claim forces f(x)e:‘(“’ to be 1 : 1, a contradiction, and the right implication 
is finished. 
(e) Suppose for r,s E R that f(r) = f(s). Th en f rom the claim we see that r = s 
(mod J). From this we see there exists some j E J so that s = r + j. So f(r) - 
f(r + j) = 0, which a simple computation shows is equivalent to the statement, 
j. f’(r) + j'. t f”(r) + . . = 0. 
Since, by hypothesis, j. f’(r) has the same degree of nilpotency as j, it follows 
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j. f’(r) # -( j2. if”(r) + . . .) , 
unless j = 0. From this we see that Y = S; hencef(x)e: is a member of PP,(R). Cl 
We will be dealing with the case where S = F and R = F[x] / (f(x)) for some 
f(x) that generates a compositional attractor. In this case the lifting lemma 
specializes to the following. 
Corollary 11. Suppose f(x) = f,(x)” . fi(x)” . . . . fk(x)‘” is a factorization of 
f(x) E F] 1 f x m o powers of distinct irreducibles, that f(x) generates a compositional 
attractor, that R = F[x]l( f(x)), that g(x) = f,(x). f,(x). . : fk(x), that J= 
( g(x)), and that A = R/J; then a permutation polynomial p(x) + Zz E PP,(R) iff 
p(x) + Z; E PP,(A) and p’(x) is divisible by no f(x) for which e, > 1. 
Proof. The elements of R capable of increasing the degree of nilpotence of some 
member of J by multiplication are exactly the multiples of cosets of any f,(x) for 
which e, > 1. This follows immediately from the structure of R. Apply Lemma 10 
and the corollary follows. 0 
5. The general case 
With Corollary 11 in hand it is possible to prove the enumeration formula for 
PP,(F[xl/ (f(x) > > f or any f(x) which generates a compositional attractor. 
Theorem 12. Assume f(x) = f,(x)” . f2(x)pz . . . . . fk(x)‘k is a factorization of 
f(x) E F[x] into powers of distinct irreducibles, that f(x) generates a composi- 
tional attractor, that R = F[x]/( f(x)), that g(x) = f,(x). fi(x). . . . . fk(x), that 
J = (g(x)), A = R/J, and let r,t = max{e,: dldeg(f;(x))}, S = {s: s divides 
degree(f,(x))}, and T= {tES: r,>l}. 
Then : 
Proof. Let p be a map from the F-polynomial functions of R to the F-polynomial 
functions of A given by p : f(x) + ZF H f(x) + 1;. The above formula is split into 
three pieces. The first counts PP,(A) with Corollary 9. The second part counts the 
number of F-polynomial functions of R that are preimages under p of each 
member of PP,(A). The third computes the fraction of those preimages that are 
actually in PP,(R) by using Corollary 11. With that framework in mind let us now 
verify the details. 
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The definition of S is such that S contains all degrees of the f,(x) that divide 
g(x). A is F[xl/(&)) and g( x IS s uare free, hence Corollary 9 implies the first ) ’ 4 
term of the product is indeed the size of PP,(A). The number of F-polynomial 
functions of R that are preimages of any specific member of PP,(A) under p is 
simply ]ker(p)]. F rom the definition of p, recalling that Zp = (f(x)) and Zc = 
( g(x)), we see lker( p)I = 1 F(degrcc(f)~dcgree(fi), Corollary 6 of tells us that if f(x) is 
divisible by any fixed power of some irreducible polynomial of degree d then it is 
divisible by that same power of all irreducibles of degree d. From this we see the 
summation in the exponent of the second term exactly counts degree(f) - 
degree(g). Since IFI = q, we see the second term is correct. 
The third term of the above expression follows from the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem and Corollary 11. Suppose p(x) + I.! E PP,(A). All the preimages of 
this permutation polynomial are of the form p(x) + g(x). Y(X) + I!. In order to 
satisfy Corollary 11 we must have that (p(x) + g(x). Y(X))’ is divisible by no h(x) 
for which e, > 1. Expand this and obtain the family of anticongruences for each 
h(x) with degree in T: 
P’(X) + g’(x) ~44 + g(x) .r’(x) ~‘0 (mod f,(x)> 
Since g(x) is divisible by each f;(x) this becomes 
P’(X) + g’(x). 44 PO (mod f&4> .
Now g’(x) is divisible by no f,(x) and is hence g’(u) # 0 for any a E F[x] / ( f,(x)). 
This means the above anticongruences specify some one value Y(X) may not take 
on modulo each f,(x). The fraction of preimages that satisfy the anticongruence 
for each x(x) are thus (1 - llqd’g’ec(f;(x)) . Since the various A(X) are all relatively 
prime the Chinese Remainder Theorem tells us the fraction of preimages 
satisfying all the congruences are simply the product of the fraction satisfying each 
congruence, and the third term of the expression is correct. 0 
Corollary 13. The formula given in Theorem 12 may be simplified to 
T(S)! . JJ (( qJ - 1). (q’ (rt+)))V(‘) .
.> E T 
Proof. Routine computation. 0 
The reader may wish to verify that this formula specializes to the examples 
given at the beginning of the paper. In subsequent papers I hope to identify the 
generator of 1: for various families of F-algebras R and apply the results given in 
this paper to enumerate the F-permutation polynomials of those algebras. 
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